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Manage all your photos with Ashampoo Photo Commander.With Ashampoo Photo Commander, everything you need for your photos is in one place. Edit the picture?check, convert picture?check, view picture?check and more. With this app, it not only saves you time, but also space in your computer. This program has
advanced wizards, zoom, light print, color collector, effects, comparison mode, full screen mode and more. Do more with your photos with Ashampoo Photo Commander. For more apps, see Tom's Guide for more information about Windows and windows apps. And if you have any questions or need help with any
technical issues, you can visit the Volume Guide forums to help you. All out of the box: browse, organize, edit, submit and share your photos. Ashampoo Photo Commander FREE combines menus, ribbons, sidebars and wizards into an intuitive user interface with customizable viewing modes for easy handling. And
thanks to the minicards, scrolling through large images no longer requires dragging individual scrolls. Ashampoo® Photo Commander FREE is a powerful image editing program that is available for free download. Photo Commander is an important collection of image editing, presentation and management tools. Built-in
automatic optimization makes the most of your photos while fixing bad shots to bring back those precious vacation memories. It only takes one click to polish the contrasts and colors or remove the noise of the image and compression artifacts. The program also offers a variety of manual settings to adjust brightness,
color temperature and gamma values for accuracy with simple sliders. Numerous effects will help you add this individual note to your photos and turn them into works of art. Creating collages is especially easy and turns individual photos into masterful compositions for any occasion. Photos can also be supplemented with
comments, symbols, speech bubbles or arrows for additional details. The program can even help you with unsuccessful shots by removing red eyes, straightening horizons or eliminating scratches and stains. The program also comes with a plethora of features to help with photo management. If you need to convert,
rename or find duplicates, Ashampoo® Photo Commander FREE has the right feature for you. Photos can even be burned on a CD or DVD and a very customizable filter and group settings will help you keep track of your collections. Use the slideshow feature with the famous Ken Burns effect to create stunning camera
panels and zooms that will breathe in the new in your photos. Several craftsmen help users find the perfect solution every time. Do you need to create a calendar, a greeting card or an online album? This program is covering for you. Photos can also be printed in a package or turned into contact sheets, and the program
also comes with a built-in metadata editor. Ashampoo® Photo Commander is FREE for both beginners and professionals. Discover the possibilities and make your photos look better! Better! Organize and view your collection of photos Dealing with intuitive masters for best results Save time and automatic image settings
to maximize visual clarity Restoring image quality and remove noise, scratches and other unwanted objects Become creative with a plethora of brilliant image effects Transforming between numerous image formats Turn images into greeting cards, calendars or photo collages Download your work on social networks or
share your images via email New Ashampoo Commander , editing and arranging photos, geotagging included! Bring an order to the photo library, optimize multiple file packages at the same time, or create and design your own calendars, greeting cards, and slideshows with ease. Control and navigate the slideshow on
your computer while slides appear on an external display or beam! With just a few clicks, beginners, amateurs and professionals alike will achieve amazing results. Benefits at First Sight Ready to Use and Customizable Greeting Cards, Web Albums and Calendars Turn GPS Data from JPG and RAW Images into Specific
Places Filter Photos across the country, city, street or even street number Fascinating design tools for maximizing creativity Cut faces and objects with ease Ready to Use and customizable greeting cards, web albums and calendars Over 60 stunningly organized It's getting harder to keep track of all your photos. Multiple
filter and group settings can help you sift through the library depending on location, date, format, or ranking. Sort the photos in chronological order, thematically or based on individual criteria and add more structure to your photo collection. Modern mobile phones and cameras use geotagging to store data about the
location of each shot was taken. Ashampoo Photo Commander 15 not only processes this data, but also turns longitudes and latitudes into usable addresses! Photos related to vacation, family or business are now more available than ever before! Are your images missing geotags? No problem! Create them yourself for
any number of photos, no expert knowledge is required. Just fill in a position or address and you're all set. From now on, Photo Commander can filter images by location and help you find exactly what you're looking for, no matter how big your collection is. Or view your vacation photos based on your recent trip from start
to finish - it couldn't be easier. Whether you're enjoying your photos on your own or with friends, you'll love the new mode Use your main display to control the flow and secondary display to present your photos! Also great for beams, change your photos in real time without leaving the presentation. Combined with new,
seamless animation you can now add a powerful new presentation tool to your arsenal. Cut faces or objects with ease or fix red eyes and image image defects just a few clicks. Change the perspective of your photos, experiment with stunning effects, or discover the professional side of this program with gradation curves
and tonal value correction. Everything you want, everything you need. If ever there was software that deserves the term generic package, surely it is the Ashampoo Photo Commander. There's almost nothing that this universal and ingenious program can't do. ahadesign.eu Ashampoo (which takes its name from its utility
cleaning drive, is said to shampoo for your drive) makes a wide range of software ranging from antivirus utilities to utility photo editing software. The company's photocoander provides decent image correction tools and enhancements, but its interface is much less polished than that of competitors, as our choice of photo
software editors for enthusiasts, Adobe Photoshop Elements. Photo Commander also offers fewer cutting-edge tools than you'll find in competing products such as Corel PaintShop Pro ($79.99 in Paint Shop Pro) and ACDSee Ultimate. Prices and Running Photo Commander is available as a direct download from
Ashampoo for $59.99. It's less market-leading than Adobe Photoshop Elements, but it's hardly bargain-basement pricing. It works on Windows 7 through Windows 10 ($139.00 in the Microsoft Store) and the file installation is 322MB download-reasonable as far as photo editing software goes. You can try out the free trial
software, which lasts 40 days, if you're willing to register your email address. During installation the software asks whether you want a light or dark interface. Most competitors just default to the dark, which I recommend for photo editing. You will also get a selection of 27 languages, including two chinese flavors. As with
most photo documenting apps, you also get a welcome message explaining sections of the interface. The interface and interface of Import Photo Commander is on a cluttered, cobbled side together. Lots of buttons and menus everywhere. It's not hard to find what you need, though. You start out as a tree folder disk.
Here, the interface is divided into three areas, with a left Folder panel, Content in the middle, and a preview on the right. When you double-press the image in the center, it zooms in to take up most of the program window. You may want to use three panels horizontally, and Folder can switch to When, Where and Filing
views. After viewing the photos, the program shows large selections of modes below the small standard menu entries in the top left version. It's not the smoothest interface, and some items were too small on my Asus No240IC 4K monitor (on Amazon) all-in-one Desktop. When you view a photo, the program's modes will
show at the top. They are common, quick to fix, objects, create and organize. Most programs have that last in the first position, since this is usually how you start. To get back to the presentation of the folder, you can press the left button, Home. It's weird weird. Most programs with modes have them always showing.
Arrows Cancel and Redo are connected by the Undo All Action button when you want to start over. To zoom in and out of the pictures you can just spin the mouse wheel, making things easy. There's no 1:1 (or 100 percent viewing) button, but there's a right click option for it. There is no Import button on the home screen,
but the File menu offers a choice of import/scan. The program supports raw camera files, but its raw conversion engine doesn't provide as much detail as Capture One (which provides the most detail) or Lightroom. And it couldn't import raw image files from the newish Nikon D3400 ($499.99 at Dell Technologies). One
good thing is that you don't have to import for editing in Photo Commander- you can just pick an image from a folder to start with. As for performance, I noticed that the program felt slow even on my fast SSD PC, especially when navigating among large folders of images. Last note of the interface: Photo Commander uses
not its own icon in its taskbar recording, but a tiny miniature of the photo you're editing. Frankly, I think the use of a consistent program icon is more useful, but it's hardly a deal breaker. Organize in the home view, at the bottom of the right window preview photos options that allow the star of the course, keyword tag, and



photo title. You can then search based on this text in the central home view bar. Photo Commander can determine the location of the photo based on the built-in GPS data that most smartphones include in the metadata photos. But there is no integrated map view. There's no facial recognition or people tagging option,
either. Photo Adjustment Mode Fast Fix has buttons for many of the most frequently needed fixes and effects. I always like to try automatic image correction programs first. Photo Commander offers sub-options only for fixing color, contrast, skin or noise. It didn't help much on the shot with a shaded theme and bright
background. But for the urban scenery he did a good job. However, one snowy scene gave too contrasting result after automatic optimization in my testing. Clicking the Contrast/Color option shows side by side before and after views of your photo, with sliders for color and exposure along the bottom. I really like gamma
control, which allows you to change the exposure in a realistic way, because it stumbles on the brightness in a nonlineous way (see this tutorial on understanding Gamma). The half-sun button allows you to set a white dot with a cross-hair cursor. The effects of the fall shows sketches of your photos with Photoshop- (not
Instagram-) style effects such as blur, and oil paint. There are some nice options here, such as Radial Blur, Motion Blur, and six Vintage styles. The program allows you to change the geometry of the photo, but there is no correction based on the profile of the lens. It corrects the red pupils as a result of flash photography
pretty well. And the clone-and-stamp tool removed the stains as well Most photo software does now. However, there is no correction of chromatic aberration. The program offers three levels of de-neusing - fast, slow and very slow. These last two really live up to their names, and the de-noising results are decent, but not
quite on par with what you get from higher-end apps such as DxO Optics Pro and Adobe Photoshop Lightroom. ($9.99/month in Adobe) Special effects and transition from photo-oriented fixes and filtering effects, the program also includes effects such as tilt-shift and selective focus, and this allows you to add text and
object overlay. The text is well made, with a good selection of fonts, but you can't tilt the text. These and objects that include shapes, clipart and drawing are layer effects, but the program hides the complexity of layer editing. This will be welcome for some, while others want more control over layer editing as you get at
ACDSee Ultimate ($89.95 at ACDSee). Ashampoo includes a popular color-splash effect where only one color is included in an otherwise black and white photo. Create a video slideshow of selected photos, HTML albums, calendars, collages, panoramas, postcards, contact sheets, and photo images in Create mode.
These are the latest overlay photos that can take on an eerie, ghostly effect. There are also tools for creating GIF animations and multi-page PDFs. Here are some good output options that you won't find in all photo software, and Ashampoo actually makes them easier than they are in Adobe Photoshop elements.
Sharing and going is somewhat illogical, sharing features are divided between common and organized modes. In the first you can print, export PDFs and send pictures to Facebook, Twitter and your own web hosting Ashampoo. In truth, when you share in one of the social networks, a link to Ashampoo-hosting images
appear rather than photos uploaded to the actual social network. I expect most people would prefer a simple general image. In Organize, you get options for email, drive, and HTML albums. This mode also offers editing and renaming packages, as well as optimizing JPEG. Full control of your photos? If you want to have
some fun with digital photos for being in the free Photos program that comes with Windows, Ashampoo is an option. It offers a large number of editing tools, but it lacks a polished interface and many of the more advanced tools offered by Adobe products. Photo Commander is designed as an easy Photoshop
replacement, and it may well do whatever you need in this program, including a simple drawing and text overlay. But professionals want full-blown Photoshop tools, and even competitors like PaintShop Pro and ACDSee ultimate offer more compelling easy Photoshop replacements with better interfaces and tools like face
tagging and lens-profile-based fixes. See it $21.00 at Ashampoo MSRP $49.99 Plus View over the cons cluttered, illogical interface. No chromatic aberration aberration View More Photo Commander offers a variety of tools and effects for image editing, but it's much less polished than some of the competitors, and doesn't
have some of the features we expected. Best Photo Editing Chooses Further Reading ashampoo photo commander 16. ashampoo photo commander 16 review. ashampoo photo commander 16 tutorial. ashampoo photo commander free. ashampoo photo commander 16 user manual. ashampoo photo commander 15.
ashampoo photo commander 12. ashampoo photo commander 16.2.0
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